
We Cornwall – just like you. But sometimes we need to get away... 
That’s why we’re here today and think that you will  
want to join us in DENIAL.

We’re fed up with climate change hysterics who only seem to  
care about the future of our kids and people in obscure and  
irrelevant places like Africa and Bangladesh.

What about US, TODAY? we need some fun.

LTDT: live today and die tomorrow…

Here’s what we think:
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Keep flying – fly more – soon most 
of the best exotic destinations will 
be too hot, wet or mired in disease 
and civil war 
thanks to climate 
change for us to 
get there.

Newquay airport 
is a luxury we CAN 
afford – it loses about 
£1m per year, but 
that money is spread 
around all of us in 

Cornwall, even among the majority 
of people who never go anywhere 
near an aeroplane – so it’s a truly 
trifling amount. If you compare it to 
the cost of protecting us from the 
worst impacts of climate change it 
really is hardly 
worth a mention

Climate change is really, really 
depressing – so getting away from it 
all to foreign places becomes even 
more vital;

Research shows that people with 
second homes in Provence or the 
Loire are more likely to live longer 
than the rest of the population (the 
ones who can’t 
afford to fly) – 
so if you’ve got 
it...

Even our Prime Minister says we 
should keep flying and he’s a great 
man. His carbon footprint is 800 
times that of the average person. 
Now THAT’S 
what we call 
leadership.

We’re the surf capital of the UK – 
climate change will make the waves 
much bigger – isn’t that great?!

go 
while you  

can
Cheap Deals Thanks

a £million

Flaunt It. Big Waves Leadership?
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Now for the serious bit:

OK, so we’ve been taking the mickey to show the lunacy of expanding Newquay – or any other- 
airport.  But that doesn’t mean it’s not deadly serious.

Some reasons we should shun Cornwall Councils efforts to expand flying in Cornwall:

We don’t expect everyone to give up flying completely, but if you’ve been in 
denial, why not think about:

Choosing to fly less frequently

Considering taking a train as an alternative to domestic or short haul flights

Investigating teleconferencing as an alternative to business flights

Flying is about as classic a case of cutting off your nose to spite your face as ever there 
was. If we want the climatic and economic weather disasters that global warming will bring to 
us and our children then there’s no better way than to fly more. Because of the high altitudes 
involved, flying causes 2-4 times MORE damage than ground based fossil fuel use so the 
emissions go sky high.

Even if the entire economy was ’greened’ – every light bulb changed and all car users switching 
to hybrids – we’d still miss the UK’s goal of a 60% cut in emissions, and all because of aviation 
growth.

Newquay’s flights are nearly all domestic ’ short hops’ – causing 10 times more CO2 than the 
taking the train.

The airport is an economic disaster losing us £1m per year; Cornwall Council have admitted 
it will continue to haemorrhage money unless they can massively raise passenger numbers—
wildly unlikely at a time when all airports are facing crashing numbers and even more so now 
that Ryanair has pulled out.

The airport ISN’T important to the tourist economy, no matter what they tell you—less than 2% 
of holidaymakers arrive in Cornwall by air. Far from boosting Cornish tourism, airport expansion 
would just encourage an increase in the number of trips OUT of Cornwall to second homes in 
France and for those who can afford frequent holidays.

Organised by Stop Newquay Airport Expansion  (SNAIRE)
Contact: info@foecornwall.org.  01326 377 447.

Our use of fossil fuels has created a world teetering on the brink of annihilation. What happens 
in Copenhagen this week is crucial to the sort of future there is for people and all other life on this 
planet; but it’s by no means the whole story. Real change has also to happen with you and me. And 
part of that is in the choices we make about things like how often or whether we fly.


